Please read the “Scholarship Descriptions & Eligibility Requirements” brochure before completing this application.

Indicate the scholarships for which you are eligible and making application:

- General Undergraduate
- General Graduate
- Frontline Undergraduate
- H2Opportunity Undergraduate
- William J. Greene, Jr. Undergraduate (Georgia Tech students only)
- Philip R. Karr, III Graduate

ALL APPLICANTS

Contact Information:
Applicant’s Name________________________________________ Email __________________________
Mailing Address________________________________________ Phone Number ______________________

Do you hold an active GAWP Individual Membership?  YES____ NO____ If “No,” please provide the name of your parent/guardian who has an active GAWP Individual Membership, if any:________________________________________

If you or your parent/guardian are employed by a GAWP Corporate/Utility Member, provide the employee’s and company’s name of the GAWP Corporate/Utility Member:________________________________________

High School Attended and Year of Graduation

Post High School Study Enrolled in to-date, if any:
Name and City/State of Institution________________________________________ Years/Semesters Completed
Course of Study________________________________________

Employment Information (Current or Previous):
Employer Name and City/State________________________________________ Job Title and/or Description

High School GPA (HOPE/Non-weighted GPA):________ College GPA, if any:________

SAT/ACT Scores: MATH____ Critical Reading____ ACT Cumulative____

School Activities (HS and later) – Extracurriculars, Student Government Activities, Athletics, etc. – include the number of years of participation:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

Civic Activities/Community Service (HS and later) - include the number of years of participation:

________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
Please provide a brief description of your plans for study after high school or continuation of post high school studies: ________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

College/University/Training School you plan to attend: ____________________________________________________________

Have you been accepted? YES ______ NO ______

FRONTLINE APPLICANTS Only

Frontline positions typically include non-management positions such as operators, superintendents, laboratory technicians, customer service specialists, CAD operators, etc., and typically exclude management positions such as engineers, division managers, department managers, utility directors, and corporate officers. See “Eligibility Requirements” for more detail.

Job Title: ___________________________________________________________________

Name of Employer: ____________________________________________________________

Job Description: ___________________________________________________________________

Applicants for a Frontline Scholarship who do not provide a job title and description will not be considered for these awards.

H2Opportunity APPLICANTS Only

Please describe any internships or work experience in water-related fields, including employer, dates, and a brief description of the work performed: ________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Applicants for the H2Opportunity Undergraduate Scholarship must attach an essay (not to exceed 1,500 words) that describes the applicant’s interest in, and intended course of studies leading to, a career in the water profession.

KARR APPLICANTS Only

Applicants for the Philip R. Karr, III Scholarship must attach an essay (not to exceed 1,500 words) that describes the applicant’s professional goals in environmental engineering, water resources, or related fields, and the applicant’s intended use for the scholarship.

ALL APPLICANTS – Checklist and Signature – Applicants are required to provide the documents listed below, as applicable. Incomplete applications usually result in lower ranking due to lack of information.

_____ High School Transcript (or GED for H2Opportunity applicants)

_____ College Transcript, if any college classes have been taken

_____ SAT/ACT Score Reports (copies are acceptable) - NOT required for H2Opportunity applicants

_____ Essay – ONLY required from H2Opportunity and Karr applicants

I have read the “GAWP Academic Scholarships: Descriptions and Eligibility Requirements” and attest that I have met all requirements for the scholarship(s) for which I have applied. I understand that this award is to be used toward my continuation of full-time studies, including tuition, books, or other direct educational expenses for the 2021-2022 academic year. If it is not used for this purpose, it will be returned to the applicable Scholarship Fund.

Signature of Applicant ________________________________ Date ________________________________